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ERGOMETER ACT-210

Agreat way of getting into shape:

the ergometer ACT-210 permits

super - ef ficient workouts as well

as of fering an elegant slender design

which will blend harmoniously into your

wellness zone. The associated KLAFS app

offers the further convenience of being

able to use your smartphone or tablet as

a control unit which you can employ to

access preset training programs or config-

ure your own individual programs. The app

also allows you to keep an eye on your

physical data and training per formance

throughout the workout. While doing so

you will also be able to use all your other

smartphone or tablet functions as usual,

so you can just read one of your e -books,

surf the Internet or watch a video. And of

course you can then switch back to your

training program any time you choose. A

chest belt continuously measures your heart

rate, and if desired you can use this to

automatically regulate your training inten-

sity. Meanwhile, the professional quality

eddy current brake permits precise load

control and the setting of high resistance

levels, while also producing minimal

noise. The ergometer ACT-210 is an

autonomous sports appliance which gen-

erates its own electricity for control and

data transmission purposes. Thus it has no

need for a mains connection, meaning

there is nothing to detract from its function-

ality or design. On top of this the ergome-

ter ACT-210 is extremely light, allowing

you to reposition it whenever you wish.

So why not enjoy a new spor ting appli -

ance which looks so great you’l l want 

to start working out the moment you clap

eyes on it ?
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Ergometer ACT-210.
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